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BOREL CLASSES AND CLOSED GAMES:

WADGE-TYPE AND HUREWICZ-TYPE RESULTS

A. LOUVEAU AND J. SAINT RAYMOND

Abstract. For each countable ordinal £ and pair (A0,AX) of disjoint analytic

subsets of 2", we define a closed game J^(A0, A¡) and a complete II j: subset Hç of

2" such that (i) a winning strategy for player I constructs a 2j set separating AQ

from Ax; and (ii) a winning strategy for player II constructs a continuous map <p:

2" -» AQ U Ax with (jr'f/fg) = rY{. Applications of this construction include: A

proof in second order arithmetics of the statement "every II" non 2? set is

Ilj-complete"; an extension to all levels of a theorem of Hurewicz about 2-J sets; a

new proof of results of Kunugui, Novrkov, Bourgain and the authors on Borel sets

with sections of given class; extensions of results of Stern and Kechris. Our results

are valid in arbitrary Polish spaces, and for the classes in Lavrentieff s and Wadge's

hierarchies.

Introduction. Let E = 2" be the usual Cantor space, and following the standard

modern terminology of Addison, let 2¿ and 11° denote, respectively, the Borel

subsets of E of additive and multiplicative Borel class £, starting with 2° = Open

and 11° = Closed.

The aim of this paper is to characterize, given a set A c 2" and one of the Borel

classes, say Y, whether A is in Y or not. By a "characterization", we have in mind

the finding of some mathematical object associated with A and which positively

witnesses that A e Y or that A £ Y.

Yet Y be the class 2°. If the set A is in 2°, a natural candidate for such a witness

is simply one particular construction of A as a 2° set (a list of sequences of open

sets together with instructions on the operations to be performed to get A in £

steps). The problem of how to find such constructions, which is deeply connected to

the structural properties of sets in the plane with 2° sections, has been extensively

investigated in papers by Novikov [N] and Kunugui [Kun] for £ = 1 (see also

Dellacherie [De]), Saint Raymond [SR 1] for | = 2, Bourgain [B 1, B 2] and Louveau

[Lo 1] for £ = 3, Louveau [Lo 2] for £ > 3, in case A is known to be Borel. In case A

ranges over larger classes, the problem is studied in papers by Stern [St], Kechris

[Ke] and Louveau [Lo 3].
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Another possible witness for ensuring A e 2¿ is given by the notion of reducing

map. due to Wadge [W 1]. Suppose we fix some 2£ set A0Q 2". If /: 210 -> 2" is a

continuous map which reduces A to A0, i.e. satisfies f~l(A0) = A, clearly A is in 2°

too, and the reducing map / can be considered a witness of this fact. Note that any

2¿-construction of A0 is transferred via / in a 2 ¿-construction of A (by taking

counterimages) so that characterization by reducing maps is stronger than by

2¿-constructions. Note also that reducing maps can be used both ways: If B0 Q 2U

is some set which is not in 2¿, and / reduces B0 to A, then / clearly witnesses that

A is not in 2¿. And part of Wadge's work [W 2] consists in showing that for each

countable ordinal £, there is a 2° but not n¿ set AQ ç 2", such that if A is 2° there

is a map reducing A to A0, whereas if A is not 2° there is a map reducing

B0 = 2" - A0 to A (from this, one gets that any 2° non Yl° set A0 works).

A variant of the preceding notion has been introduced by Hurewicz in his paper

[Hu] for the class 2°. Hurewicz proves that if an analytic set A is not 2°, it contains

as a closed subset a copy of the Baire space co10. In fact, Hurewicz' construction

provides, for A in 2j but not 2°, a continuous map /: 2" -» 2" which reduces the

set P^ = {e e 2": {n: e(n) = 1} is infinite} to A and is one-to-one (so that the

image f(Px) is the desired closed-in-/! copy of w"). This result has been extended to

other classes in papers by Saint Raymond [SR 2], Van Mill and Van Engelen

[vE-vM], and to all Borel classes by Steel [S], where the question of the existence of

homeomorphisms between Borel sets is also discussed (see also [vE 1, vE 2]).

Why does one look at such characterizations? The idea behind the investigations is

that the actual proof of existence of witnesses should provide strong information on

the complexity of the map associating with A its Borel class, and on the uniformity

of constructions of varying Borel sets. A parallel can be made with a somewhat

simpler situation: A well-known basic fact in the theory of analytic sets (Suslin, see

[Lu]) asserts that an uncountable analytic set contains a perfect subset, and thus a

copy of the space 2". Paraphrazing the above discussion, a witness of the countabil-

ity of A is simply an enumeration in a sequence of its members, whereas a witness

for uncountability of A is some continuous one-to-one mapping /: 2" -> A. Now the

actual proof of the above result was used by Luzin [Lu] to prove another basic fact

in the theory, namely that a Borel set in the plane with countable sections is a

countable union of Borel graphs (this means that the enumeration witnessing

countability of sections can be found in a Borel way). A similar technique was used

by Saint Raymond in [SR 1] for proving that Borel sets in the plane with 2" sections

are countable unions of Borel sets with closed sections. He uses the proof of

Hurewicz' theorem to show that a 22-construction of the sections can be found in a

Borel way. Closed infinite games of perfect information enter the picture at this

point, to give a mathematically precise content to these techniques. In [Da], M.

Davis associates with a given analytic set A c 2" a closed game (for player II) such

that a winning strategy for player I provides an enumeration of A, whereas a

winning strategy for player II provides a one-to-one continuous map /: 2U —> A. As

by a fundamental result of Gale and Stewart closed games are determined, i.e.

winning strategies for I or II always exist, Davis' game gives the characterization of
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countability. Moreover, by general results on closed games, winning strategies for

player I can be found in a Borel way (when they do exist), and the results of Suslin

and Luzin easily follow.

The main goal of this paper is to prove the existence of closed games with

properties similar to the games of Davis, but which characterize the Borel classes 2°

and n¿ (Theorem 1.1). By the same arguments as above, the existence of such games

"automatically" reproves most of the results in the papers quoted before. We further

obtain strong improvements, e.g. (see 5.6).

Theorem. // £ > 2 is a countable ordinal, there exists a 11° set íz¿ ç 2" (a

Hurewicz test) such that for any Polish space F and pair A0, Ax of disjoint analytic sets

in F, either A0 can be separated from A x by a 2° subset of F, or there is a continuous

one-to-one map <p: 2W -» F with <p(//¿) Q A0 and y(2" — //¿) c Ax. Moreover, if

£ > 3, any 11° non 2° set i/¿ does work.

Our games have predecessors: In his work, Wadge [W 2] introduces a game in

order to show the existence of reducing maps proving or disproving that A is in 2¿.

Winning strategies in Wadge's games do provide the reducing maps (see §1).

Wadge's games are Borel (for Borel A), hence are determined by Martin's funda-

mental theorem [Ma]. Unfortunately, Martin's theorem is not elementary, by a result

of H. Friedman [F] (it roughly needs the existence of uncountably many cardinals),

and the information it gives on the complexity of the reducing maps is much too

weak to, say, study Borel sets in the plane. By analogy with results of Harrington

[Ha] and Steel [S] asserting that the determinacy of the Wadge games for analytic

sets is as complicated as the determinacy of all analytic games, which corresponds to

a large cardinal assumption, Steel conjectures in [S] a similar phenomenon should be

true at the Borel level, namely that the existence of reducing maps should imply

Borel determinacy. We disprove this conjecture by showing, using our games, that if

AQ is 2°. non IT¿ and A is Borel, Wadge's game for reducing A to A0 or 2" - A0 to

A is determined, provably in the weak system of second order arithmetics (for finite

£, a similar result has been announced by John [J]). Our result also gives a sharp

bound on the complexity of the reducing maps (roughly, the complexity of finding a

point in an analytic set).

The paper is organized as follows: In the first section, we discuss the notion of

Wadge game, state our main existence result and show how it can be used to

produce winning strategies in Wadge games. In the second section, we define

concrete examples of our closed games, which solve the problem for 2¿ classes,

£ = 1,2,3, and for Hausdorff classes of differences of closed sets. The third section

is devoted to the main abstract notion of "ramification" of a closed game, which

allows by an iterative construction (somewhat close to Martin's iterative construc-

tion for proving Borel determinacy) to define inductively on £ the closed games

relevant to the 2° case. The existence theorem is proved in §4, together with the

natural generalization to the case of arbitrary Polish spaces in place of 2". The

remaining sections discuss applications of the results: §5 to Hurewicz-type results, §6

to the study of Borel sets in the plane and the computation of complexities of the
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2¿-witnesses, and §7 to similar characterizations of the Borel classes, when A is not

assumed to be Borel, using stronger set-theoretic assumptions.

Part of our results have been announced in [L-SR].

1. Wadge games. Throughout this paper, we follow the standard modern notations

and terminology, with a few explicit exceptions, as it can be found in Moschovakis'

basic book [Mo]. E.g., to denotes the set of integers, 2" = [a: co -» 2 = {0,1}} the

Cantor space, to" = [a: co -> co} the Baire space, co<1J = U„co" the set of finite

sequences from co, and so on. Letters n,m,... range over co, e, a, ß, y,... over 2" or

co", s, t, u over co < " or 2 < ", £, tj, 8, X,... over ordinals, E, F over (usually Polish)

topological spaces, A, B, C over subsets of such spaces. We also refer the reader to

Moschovakis' book for unexplained basic notions of descriptive set theory and set

theory (especially in the last two sections), and on the fundamentals of infinite

games with perfect information.

In the early 1970s, W. Wadge [W 1] has introduced a game to the effect of

comparing the descriptive complexity of two sets A and B. We discuss this game in

the space 2". For A, B given subsets of 2", Wadge's game GW(A, B) is defined as

follows: Two players, I and II, alternately choose 0's and l's as follows, player I

choosing first:

I a(0)        a(l)

II ß0 ß(l)

Player I produces a e 2", player II produces ß e 2", and player II wins the run iff

a e A <-> ß e B.

A winning strategy for player II in this game clearly gives a continuous (in fact

Lipschitz) map /: 2" -» 2" with f~\B) = A. Similarly, denoting by B the comple-

ment of B in 2", a winning strategy for player I defines a Lipschitz function /:

2" -> 2" with f~l(A)= B. Define the (pre)-ordering A <, B iff II has a winning

strategy in GW(A, B). (The notation < , comes from [vW], to which we refer the

reader for more information on Wadge games.) Now notice that in case A and B are

Borel in 2", the game GW(A, B) is Borel too, hence determined by Martin's theorem

[Ma]. Thus one gets

Theorem (Wadge [W 2]). For any two Borel subsets A, B of 2", either A < , B or

B ^,A.

In other words, if one defines W(A) = [B c 2": B^,A or B^,A], then

inclusion linearly orders the W(Afs, for Borel A. In fact by a subsequent analysis

done by Wadge [W 2] of the W(A)'s, or by some general argument due to Martin

(see [vW]), one can show that inclusion wellorders the W(Ay%, A Borel in 2".

As we said in the introduction, Wadge's proof has some defects: although the

statements are formalizable in second order arithmetics, the proof of Martin's

theorem needs uncountably many cardinals. From a mathematical standpoint, this

means that the (necessarily very complicated) winning stategies given by the proof of

Martin do not shed light on the complexity of reducing maps. There is a third
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defect: It is a common feature, when discussing structural properties of Borel sets

that there is an underlying property of pairs of analytic sets. In our particular case,

let A be Borel in 2", let B0, Bx be two disjoint 2} (= analytic) subsets of 2", and

consider the following extended Wadge game G*iA; B0, Bx): players I and II play

as before, producing respectively a and ß in 2", and player II wins if a g A —> ß g

B0 and a £ A -» ß G Bx (so GwiA, B) corresponds to B = B0 = Bx). In this ex-

tended game, a winning strategy for II gives a Lipschitz map /: 2" -» 2" with

/(2") ç B0 U Bx and f'xiB0) = A. And a winning strategy for player I gives a

continuous /: 2" -» 2" with /(50) c Ä and /(5j) ç /I, so that the set C = /-1(/1)

separates B0 from Bj.

These extended games are clearly 2j (for player II), hence their determinacy

seems to require a large cardinal assumption, the existence of sharps. We shall prove

that (at least for A in 2°\I1°) the determinacy of these games is provable in the

usual framework of set theory—in fact in second order arithmetics.

The method we are going to develop is to replace the above games by closed ones.

The usual way to perform this is by " unfolding" the games, i.e. by asking the players

to play in the original games, and at the same time to provide witnesses that they are

winning the play. Our method will be similar, but a bit more complicated: First we

shall fix A, and define an unfolding of Wadge games which depends heavily on the

(expected) Borel class of A. Secondly the unfolding will be only one-sided (on player

IFs side). And thirdly (in order to get the game closed) the way witnesses will be

played by II will not be continuous, and again depend on the Borel class of A.

This means in particular that for defining our games for all Borel sets A, one has

to go through the complete analysis of Wadge's described classes of Borel sets (see

Wadge [W 2], or [Lo 4] for a short account). Although the technique is always the

same, details are rather tedious, and we plan to give them in a forthcoming paper.

Here we shall focus on the classes which are the most useful ones, the so-called Baire

classes 2°, 11°, and the Lavrentieff classes .0^(2^) of differences of 2¿ sets, which

allow the analysis of the ambiguous Baire class A¿+1, by a theorem of Hausdorff and

Kuratowski (see [Ku]). (For a definition of the Z> (2°)'s, see §2.)

For T one of these classes, let f = [A ç 2": Ä g Y) be its dual class. If H g Y,

we say H is strategically complete (in T) if for any other set A in Y, player II wins

Wadge's game GW(A, H), i.e. A < , H. If A, B are disjoint sets, we say that a set C

separates A from B if A ç C and B n C = 0, and that a class Y separates (A, B) if

for some C g Y, C separates A from B.

The main result we obtain in this paper is the following

Theorem 1. Let £, tj be countable ordinals (> 1), and Y one of the classes 2°,

1^(2°), or their dual classes. There exists a strategically complete set HT in Y,

HT ç 2", and for each pair (A0, Ax) of disjoint 1\ subsets of 2" a closed i for II)

game JriA0, Ax) such that

(i) A winning strategy for player II in JTiA0, Ax) induces a winning strategy for

the same player in the extended Wadge game G*(i/r; A0, Ax).

(ii) A winning strategy for player I in JTiA0, Ax) constructs a set C ç 2" in the

dual class Y which separates A0 from Ax.
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The next three sections will be devoted to the proof of this theorem. Notice that

the separating set C in part (ii) of the above theorem is not given as the counter-

image of HT via some reducing map (as we said in the Introduction, constructions

are weaker than reducing maps—on the other hand, the complexity of the construc-

tion will be weaker too, so that it is worth having it). However, one can still recover

the instances of Wadge's theorem corresponding to our classes Y. Let us do it for

T = n°, the other cases being similar. Say that A <z 2" is a true Il¿ set if A is 11°

but not 2¿}.

Corollary 2. Let A be some true II¿ subset of 2", A0 and Ax two disjoint 2}

subsets of 2". The extended Wadge game G*(A; A0, Ax) is determined. Thus in

particular for all Borel sets B ç 2", Wadge's game GW(A, B) is determined.

Proof. We prove more precisely that if some 2° set separates A0 from Ax, I has a

winning strategy in G*(A; A0, Ax), whereas if no such separating set exists, II has a

winning strategy. Let H( be the strategically complete IIo set of Theorem 1. As

A g n¿, II wins GW(A, //¿). Let 7¿ = Jn«. Suppose first no 2¿ separating set exists.

By Theorem l(ii), I loses J^(A0,AX), hence II wins it and by (i) also wins

G*(Hç, A0, Ax). Composing the winning strategies, II wins G*(A; A0, Ax).

Suppose now C is a 2¿ set separating A0 from Ax. As C is n°, II wins

GJC, //¿). Define, for / = 0 or 1, A(i) = [a g 2"|/Aa G A). As A is not 2°, at

least one of Ai0) or A*-l), say A{'a\ is not 2¿. Applying Theorem 1 to the pair

(Au"\ /i1'"'), we get that II wins the game /£(yl('o), ÄUo)) hence also

G*(J7f; A°«\ i('o)). Again by composition, II wins G*(C\ Au«\ Äu«)). Finally one

easily checks that player I wins G*(A; A0, Ax) by first playing i0, and then

following IPs winning strategy in G*(C; Au,)), AUo)).    □

Notice that this corollary implies in particular a posteriori that any true 11° set is

strategically complete. Nevertheless, a good part of the proof of Theorem 1 will

consist in exhibiting special a priori strategically complete n¿ sets. We will leave to

the reader the checking that our proof of Theorem 1, hence of the corollary, can be

formalized in second order arithmetics.

Notice finally that the proof of the corollary from the theorem is perfectly general,

and works for all described Wadge classes, once one knows the existence of

corresponding //r's and 7r's, hence giving a proof of Wadge's theorem in second

order arithmetics. We leave the general case to our forthcoming paper.

2. Some (relatively) simple games.

2.1. The cases £ = 2 and £ = 3. The reader who only wants to see the proof of

Theorem 1.1. may skip this subsection, and go to 2.2 where we present the basic

games, corresponding to the 2° and A,(2°) cases. But although the games for £ = 2

and 3 are just (variants of) particular cases of the general construction, we start with

them because (i) the game for £ = 2, which we extracted from one of the proofs of

Hurewicz' theorem, was the first game we obtained, (ii) the games for £ = 1 are a bit

too simple, and the general case too abstract, to give the flavor of the arguments,
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and (iii) if our construction is ever to be used again for other purposes, there are

some chances that it will be through specific examples.

Let us first consider £ = 2, i.e. 2° and 11° sets. First we define strategically

complete sets in these classes: Let P^ = {e g 2" | e is eventually zero}, and P^ = Pf.

We claim that Pf is a 2° strategically complete set (so that P^ is strategically

complete 11°). To see this, let A ç 2" be 2°, and write A = U„ Fn, with Fn closed in

2", say F„ = [T„] for some tree Tn on co (i.e. F„ = {a g 2": V« a {„ g T„}). Let II

play inGw(A,Pj) as follows: if at stage n I has played u of length n + 1 and II v of

length n, let k = card({/ < n: v(i) =1}) and let II play 0 if u G Tk, and 1

otherwise. This strategy is clearly winning for II.

We now introduce, for A0, Ax disjoint 2j sets in 2", a closed game J(P00; A0, Ax)

(it is a variant of the game J2(A0, Ax) we shall define in §4). We choose trees TQ and

Tx in (2 X to) <u with A,. = (a g 2": 3ß g co" V«(a {„, ß \ „) g 7].} for; = 0 or 1.

In the game, players I and II play as follows:

I e(0) e(l)

II a(0),ß(0) a(l),ß(l)

where e(/), a(i) are 0 or 1, and ß(i) G co, thus producing, respectively, e G 2" and

(a, ß) G 2" X co". The play is a win for II if all finite positions (e [ k, a f k, ß \ k) are

legal (so that the game is closed for player II), where by legal we mean here the

following: If the last value e(k - 1) is 0, let n be least such that e(n) = e(n + 1) =

• • • = e(k - 1) = 0, and say the position is legal if (a [ k_n, (ß(n),...,ß(k - 1)))

g Tx. In the other case, let j0 < jx < ■ ■ ■ < j,_ x = k - 1 be the increasing enumer-

ation of those y"s for which e(j) = 1, and say the position is legal if

(a [,, (ß(j0), ■■-, ß(ji-i))) g T0. This defines the game J(PX, A0, Ax) entirely. We

now prove that this game satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1.

First suppose player II has a winning strategy t in this game, and let t* be the

strategy in G^P^,; A0, Ax) obtained by deleting the ß moves of II. If player I plays

e G Pj, let n be least so that e(i') = 0 for i > n. By t, II answers (a, ß) and by the

legality of finite positions, ß* = (ß(n),ßin + 1),...) satisfies (a, ß*) g [Tx], hence

a = T*(e) is in Ax. Now if e g P^ and (j,)iea is the increasing enumeration of the

y"s with e(j) = 1, then, by the legality of finite positions, ß*(i) = ß(j,) satisfies

(a,ß*) G [T0], hence a = t*(e) is in A0. This shows t* is winning for II in

G*(PX; A{), Ax). Now suppose a is a winning strategy for player I in the game. For

a fixed a g 2", say u g co" is (a,a)-legal if all positions of length i ^ n where II

plays a f,, u \, and I answers by a are legal. Let C = [a g 2" \3n3u g co"[(« = 0

or a(a f „_!,« C „_i) = 1) and (u is (a,a)-legal) and Vu (v is (a,a)-legal and v

extends u —> a (a \ ,h(r), v) = 0)]}. C is clearly in 2°, and we claim it separates A0

from Ax. We argue by contradiction: If a g Ax n C, we pick w g to" witnessing

a g C, and ß g to" so that (a, ß) g [TJ. Consider the play where II plays (a, u Aß)

and I follows a. By hypothesis, the positions up to stage n are legal. Now by

induction if for k > n the position at stage k is legal, then by the definition of C the

answer by a is 0, hence calls for extending (a { k_„,ß f k_„) inside Tx, and the next

position  is  again  legal.  So  this play defeats  a,  a contradiction which proves
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C n Ax = 0. Similarly, suppose a e. AQ- C, and let ß be so that (a, ß) G [T0]. As

a £ C, there is a function / associating with each (a, a)-legal sequence u which is 0

or for which a calls for 1 a (a, a)-legal extension f(u) of m so that a (a Ï ih/(„), /("))

= 1, and we can choose f(u) of minimal length with these properties (so that in

between a calls for O's). Consider then the play where I follows a and II plays a

together with /(0) Aß(0), then according to f(f(0Aß(O)) Aß(l)), etc... one easily

checks by induction that all positions of this play are legal, hence again a is

defeated, a contradiction which proves A0Q C and finishes the claim.

The game for £ = 3 is similar, although notationally more complicated. Choose

first some canonical bijection between co2 and co, say (/, /) = |(i + _/)(/ + j' + 1) + i,

with inverse maps (w)0 and («),. Define a 2° set G by

G = [a G 2"| for some n {;': a((«, /')) = 1} is infinite}

and let H = G. First we claim G is strategically complete: If A is 2°, say A = U„An

with An g n°, let an be winning for player II in Gvv(/ln,P00) and let II play in

GwiA,G) as answer to u of length n + 1 the answer by a(n) to w I1 (n) +1. This is

easily winning for II in GwiA,G).

For A0, Ax with associated trees T0 and 7\ as before, we now define the closed

game JiH, A0, Ax). The basic moves are as before, and again II wins if all finite

positions (e f k, a \ k, ß \ k) are legal, so that we only need to define the new notion

of legal position in the game. For this, we inductively associate with each position

tk = (e T k, a I k, ß \ k) finite sequences of integers s°(tk) and slnitk), n g co, start-

ing with s°i0) = sl„i0) = 0, as follows: Suppose it has been done up to k. If

eik) = 0, we set s°(tk + 1) = s°(tk) Aß(fc) and sxn(tk+1) = sl„itk) for all n. If now

e(*)=l, with k = (k0,kx), we set s°(tk+x) = s\tk) \ ko (= s°(tk) if

lhis°itk)) ^ k0) and we set

(slitk) for n<k0,

Sn(tk+i)=lsx„itk)Aß(k)    for n = k0,

[0 for n > k0.

Finally we say that tk + x is legal if (a \ lhjo(r + ),s°(tk+1)) G T0 and for all n

(a i ihs'(í )>sí('*+i)) e ^i (this is a finite condition, as clearly sx„ = 0 for all but

finitely many integers).

Intuitively, at each moment t of the game player II has produced one beginning

s°it) of a witness that eventually his play a will be in A0 and various beginnings of

witnesses that a will be in Ax (the si(O's). When player I plays 0, he asks player II

to extend his A0-witness. When player I plays 1, he asks II to extend his «th

/Ij-witness, where n = (lhr)0. But at the same time, he allows II to revise his

previous beginnings slm(t), for m > n, and to revise his choice of the A0-witness—at

least after the first n values of s°(t).
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This defines entirely the game 7(//, A0, Ax), and we now proceed to show it

satisfies conclusions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1.

First suppose t is winning for player II, and let t* be the strategy in

G*iH; AQ,AX) gotten by deleting the ß-moves. Let e be played by I, and tk =

(e f k, a I k, ß I k) be the (legal) positions obtained by letting II follow t. If e g H,

we want to show a = T*(e) is in A0. We know that for all n [i: e((«, i)) = 1} is

finite. In particular, there is a least n0 so that («0)o = 0 an<I f°r an " > no Jf/'lta

(n)o = 0, ein) = 0. One checks that as tk, k > n0, is legal, then s°itk) has length

> 1 and s°itk)i0) is a constant ß*(0) independent of k. Let then nx > n0 be least

so that inx)0 = 1, and for all n > nx with («)0 = 1, e(n) = 0. Again one checks

that, for k > nx, s°(tk) has length ^ 2 and s°(tk)(l) = ß*(l), etc.

This allows to construct a sequence («,-),-<=„ and ß* so that the sequence

(s°(tk))kea converges to ß*. And as the tk are legal, this implies (a,ß*) g [T0],

hence a ^ A0. Similarly, suppose now e g G, and let k0 be least so that

{/': e((/c0, i» = 1} is infinite, and n0 be least so that («0)0 = k0, e(«0) = 1, and for

n > n0 with (n)0 < ä:0, e(«) = 0. Now let (n¡)ieu be the increasing enumeration of

those n > n0 for which (w)0 = k0 and e(n) = 1, and let ß*(0 = ß(w,-). We claim

that the sequence (sj. (f*))*eu converges to ß*, hence in particular («,ß*) g [7\]

and «eA. To see this, note first that sl (t„ ) = 0. If not, this means that for

some n < n0 with («)0 = A:0, one has e(n) = 1, and moreover for all n', n < n' < n0

with («')o < ^ e(M') = 0 (f°r if not ÄI (?n) would have been erased by the last clause

in the definition of the sxn's). But this contradicts the minimality of n0. So

sl iK)= ® ancI s\ (*n +i) = ßino)- Now notice that clause 3 in the definition of

the si's will never apply to s\ (f„) for n > n0, and this easily proves the claim and

shows that t* is winning in G*iH; A0, Ax).

Now suppose player I has some winning strategy a in /(//; A0, Ax).

For u in to < " and a in 2", consider the position í in the game where II has played

u and the beginning of a and I followed a. We say u is (a, a)-legal if this play t is

legal and we denote (ambiguously) by s°(m) (resp. sxniu)) the corresponding i°(/)

(resp. slit)).

We define a set C by: a e C ±* 3m = (k, I)    3u g tom such that

(1) (w is (a, a)-legal and a(a [ m, u) = 1 and s\\u) = 0)

and (2) Vu((t; is (a, a)-legal and i; extends « and (lhu)0 < k) -* aia I Xho, v) = 0)

and i3) \/vVpiivAp is (a,«)-legal and v extends u and aia \ Xhv,v) = 1

and (lhf)0 = k) -* 3w(w is (a, a)-legal and w extends vAp

and (lhw)0 = k and aia [ Xbw,w) = 1))

A moment's reflection shows that C is 2°. We now argue, by contradiction, that C

separates A0 from Ax.

Suppose first a G Ax n C, and pick ß such that (a, ß) g [TJ, and u so that

clauses (1), (2), (3) above are satisfied by a and u. We now define a play (a, ß*) of

player II defeating a, a contradiction which shows Ax C\ C = 0. First let II play

according to a and w, up to stage m0 = (k,l) = Ihu. One checks that the strategy a

calls for extending sxk(u) = 0, hence that ß(0) = ß*(w0) is a legal play at this

stage. Now applying clause (3) to u and p = ß(0), we get a (a, a)-legal extension w,
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which we choose ofD minimal length mx, such that imx)0 = k and a(a[ m,w)= 1.

By the second clause and minimality of «i,, the answers by a at stages n with

m0 < n < mx and (n)0 < k are 0, hence s{(w) = s\(u Aß(0)) = (ß(0)) and at stage

mx, a calls for extending it, hence ß(l) is a legal play for II at this stage. Continuing

this way, one easily gets some infinite play ß* so that (a,ß*) defeats a.

Finally suppose a g/10\C, and let ß be such that (a, ß) g [T0]. We again

construct ß* so that (a, ß*) defeats a. Let II start playing a and ß until some stage

m is reached with a(a \ „,, ß \ m) = 1. Notice that if no such stage exists, (a, ß)

defeats a and we are done. In the other case, pick u with minimal k0 = (lhw)0 and

then of minimal length m0 so that u is (a, a)-legal, extends ß \ m4 and satisfies

a(a f m , u) = 1. As a € C, one of clauses (1), (2) or (3) must fail for u. Now clause

(2) is satisfied by the minimality of k0, and clause (1) too by the minimality of m0.

So clause (3) fails and there is some (a, a)-legal extension v of u of length n0 and

some p such that («0)0 = k{), o(a\ ,u)= 1 and vAp is (a,a)-legal, but any

(a.a)-legal extension w of vAp with (lhw)0 = kQ gets answer 0 by a. Let II play

according to a and vAp up to stage n0. Notice now that k0 < m, and use the

minimality of k0 to check that s°(vAp) = ß \ k. Hence after stage n0, II can legally

follow a and ß, until some stage m' is reached with a(a \m,, um.) = 1—if there is no

such stage, we are done. One can then repeat the preceding argument, and so on,

and construct the desired ß*. This completes the proof for £ = 3.

2.2. The basic games Jx and Jx . We now present the first step in our inductive

construction. These games take care of the classes 2° and Dn(1x). Fix once and for

all a pair (A0, Ax) of disjoint 2j sets in 2", with associated trees T0, Tx on 2 X co, so

that for / = 0 or 1

¿i=p([Ti]) = {a G 2"|3ß G to" V«(a \ „,ß\ „) G T,}.

Yet 0: to —» 2 be the constant function with value 0, and let

Hx = {0},    Gx = Hx = {e g 2"| for some n e(n) = 1}.

One trivially checks that for each closed A çr 2", A < , Hx, i.e., Hx is a strategically

complete 11° set.

We define the game JX(A0, Ax) as follows

I e(0) e(l)

II a(0),ß(0) a(l),ß(l)

At the end of a play, I produces e G 2" and II (a, ß) g 2" X co". We say that II

wins if all finite positions are legal, where uk = (e[ k,a[ k,ß [ k) is legal if either for

all i < k e(i) = 0 and (a [ k,ß\ k) g T0, or for i0 the least / < k with e(i) = 1 one

has(ar,__,v<ß(;()X---,ß(^-l)»e Tx.

The game JX(AQ,AX) is clearly closed. We let 2 = 2U<" = {a: u<u --> {0,1}},

where elements of 2 are viewed as strategies in games where I produces e g 2" and

II produces ß G co". For a g 2" and a g 2, say that a sequence u G to" is

(a, a)-legal if all positions of length < n in JX(A0, Ax) where II follows a and « and

I answers against u by a are legal.
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Fora g 2" we denote by JX(AQ, Ax) { a the closed game obtained from JX(A0, Ax)

by fixing a.

Let C c 2" X 2 be the open set defined by

(a,a) eC«3ue co<" (m is (rj,a)-legal and a(u) = 1).

Lemma 1. (i) Let (e, a, ß) be a win for II in JX(A0, Ax). If e = 0, then a G A0.

And if e + 0, f/ie« a G ^r

(ii) Suppose a w winning for player I in ^(^O' A) Î « Z0'" some a G 2". T/zen // a

¿s /« /40, (a, a) G C, ant/ if a is in Ax, (a,a) £ C.

Proof, (i) is immediate: If e = 0, one gets from the definition of legal positions

that for all /' (a [,, ß f,) g T0, hence a G AQ. Now if e =£ 0, and /0 is least so that

e(i0) = 1, one gets for all / (a [,, (ß(i0), ■■■, ß(i0 + / - 1)» g Tx and a g Ax.

(ii) We argue by contradiction. Suppose a is winning in Jx [ a for I, and a g Ax

but (a, a) g C. Choose u of minimal length so that u is (a, a)-legal and a(u) = 1,

and ß g to" so that (a, ß) G [Tx], Then easily uAß is a play in Jx \ a defeating a, a

contradiction. Similarly, if a g A0 but (a, a) <£ C, choose ß so that (a, ß) G [T0]

and check that ß is a play in Jx \ a defeating a.   □

Corollary 2. (i) // t is a winning strategy for II in JX(A0, Ax), the corresponding

strategy r* in G*(HX; A0, Ax) obtained by deleting the ß moves is also winning for II.

(ii) If a is a winning strategy for I in JX(A0, Ax), and aa denotes the element of 2

obtained by fixing a, then the open set Ca = {a \ (a, aa) G C} separates AQ from Ax.

The above corollary is Theorem 1.1. for £ = 1. We now turn to the classes £»,,(2°).

Let T) t> 1 be some countable ordinal. If (Bç)t<n is an increasing sequence of sets

indexed by tj, we define the set Z)^((ßf)) = [x |3f < r\(x G Bt) and the least such f

is odd iff T) is even}. So in particular DX((B0)) = B0, D2(B0, Bx) = Bx - B0,

D3(B0,BX, B2) = B0 U (B2 - Bx), etc. If Y is some class (we shall use it for 2°

only), we let D^'Y) be the class of all DVHBS)S<A, for increasing sequences (ß?) of

sets in T. (Kuratowski [Kur] uses a slightly different notion, working with decreasing

sequences and the classes n¿). The classes Z)^(2°) and their dual classes are called

the Lavrentieff or "small Baire" classes. A well-known theorem of Hausdorff and

Kuratowski (see [Kur]) asserts that in any Polish space, the ambiguous Baire class

A° + 1 = 2°+1nn°+1isU,,<UiA)(2°). '

We now define for each -q < cox a set Gx in .£^(2°) which is strategically

complete for this class. Let ^ be some given bijection: t/ X co -* co, with inverse

maps \p0 and ipx, and such that for fixed f < r¡, ip(Ç, ■): co -> co is increasing. We

associate to each finite sequence u g 2<u an ordinal f(w) < tj by

,      j min{\p0ik): k < lh u and uik) = 1}    if this set is # 0 ,

\ t;    if the preceding set is empty.

Clearly if i> extends u, f(c) < f(«), so for each e G 2" the sequence Ç(e [ k) is

eventually constant and we call this constant f(e). We finally set Gx = { e g 2" | f(g)

is odd <-> T) is even} and HXv = G1<r Note that for v = 1 and \p the identity:

co -> co, the corresponding set is just Gx.
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Lemma 3. For each tj < ux, the set Gx n is a strategically complete set in Z)7)(2f).

Proof. For £ < tj, let G(„ = {e g 2"|f(e) < f}. One easily checks that the

(G[At<1 form an increasing sequence of open sets, and Gx>7| = Dni(G{ )). So

GUv g £^(2°). Suppose now ,4 g Z)T|(20), say A = Dv((At)), and pick trees Tt with

/4f = [a g 2" 13« a f „ £ 7^}. A winning strategy for II in G^^.G^,,) is given by:

At stage k, II answers to « played by / by 0 iff u G 7^, (/t). One easily checks that it

works.    D

We now define the games JX^(A0, Ax) corresponding to 7)^(2?). The play is again

the same, i.e. I produces e and II produces (a, ß) G 2" X co". At stage k, say that

position uk = (e I k,a {k, ß [ k) is legal in Jx n(A0, Ax) if setting nk = inf{n < k:

f(£ T „) = f(« C k)) an(I h = 0 if f(e [j.) has the parity of tj, and 1 if not, then

(« r k-„k,(ß(nk),ß(nk + l),...,ß(k- 1)» g Tik. And player II wins JL,(A0,AX)

if all finite positions of the play are legal.

For f < tj define open sets C^ in 2" X 2 by (a, a) G q? <^ 3w g to<" (u is

(a, a)-legal and the play v of length lhw + 1 answered by I following a satisfies

Hiv) < Ï), where of course (a, a)-legality refers to the game Jx viA0, Ax) { a (obtained

as before by fixing a in the game JX¡1)(A0, Ax)).

NowletCHefl,((q)(<,).

Lemma 4. (i) Let (e, a, ß) be a win for II in JXv(A0, Ax). If e is in Hx then a is

in A0. And if e is in Gx  , then a is in Ax.

(ii) Suppose a is a winning strategy for player I in the game JXri(A0, Ax) ¡ a, for

some given a G 2". Then if a G A0, one has (a, a) G C. And if a G Ax, one has

(ct,o)(£ C".

Proof, (i) Let f = f(e) < tj, and let ne = least n (Ç(e [ n+x) = f ) and ie the

corresponding in . Let ß*(i) = ß(ni + i). From the definition of legal positions, one

gets that (a,ß*j<B [7] ]. And clearly if e g HXv ie = 0 while if e g Gx „, ic = 1.

This proves (i).

(ii) One easily checks that the sets Cf form an increasing sequence of open sets.

We let a be fixed, and a be a winning strategy for I in Jx V(A0, Ax) [ a. We argue by

contradiction: Suppose first a g Ax and (a, a) g C. Pick ß with (a, ß) g [TJ, and

let f = min{f ' < tj |(a, a) G C$}. Pick « of minimal length so that u is (a, a)-legal

and its answer v by a satisfies f(f ) < f. By minimality of f, f(f) = f, and because f

and tj have opposite parities, v calls for starting a witness that a g Ax. Again by

minimality any (a, a)-legal extension u' of u will have as answer by a some i/ with

?( ¿0 = f• Hence by induction one easily checks that w Aß is a play in JX^(A0, Ax) [ a

defeating a, a contradiction which proves that (a, a) £ C°. The proof that a G A0

implies (a, a) G C is similar, and we skip it.    D

Corollary 5. (i) // t is a winning strategy for II in JXn(A0, Ax), the strategy t*

for II in G*iHx n; AQ, Ax) obtained by deleting the ß moves is also winning.

(ii) If a is a winning strategy for I in JXriiA0, Ax) and for a G 2", aa denotes the

corresponding strategy in JXn [ a, then CJ1 = {a G 2" |(a, aa) £ Cv} is a 7)^(2°) set

which separates A0 from Ax.
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3. Ramifications of closed games. We now present the kind of "unfolding" of

games we need for inductively constructing the games /¿ and /{ . Let f be the set

of all trees on 2 X to, i.e. subsets £ of (2 X to)< " closed under restrictions, which we

identify with closed (for II) games on 2 X co, as follows

I «(0) e(l)

II 0(0) ß(i)

I produces e G 2", II produces ß g co" and II wins if (e, ß) g [/], i.e. if V/r (e \ „,

ß [ n ) g J, so that J is the set of legal positions in this game. The set f is compact,

with the topology inherited from 2(2x"'". We again denote by 2 the set of

functions a: co< " -* 2, which we view as strategies for I in games in J. Again 2 is

compact for the usual product topology. For a in 2 and a e w<u, we denote by

rJ(«) (of length lh(w)+ 1) the answer d(u) = a(0)Aa(u [X)A ••• Aa(u) of player I

following a against u. And if / e/, a g 2, we say u is (/, a)-legal if (a(u) flhu, u)

g J. Similarly an infinite play ß G to" is (/, a)-legal if for all k ß I k is (J, a)-legal,

i.e. if the play ß defeats a in the game J. We then denote by ä(ß) = U„ö(ß [ „) the

corresponding play of player I.

The notion of ramification is rather technical, so following the suggestions of the

referee, we have added some comments to the formal definition, hoping that it will

help the reader.

Definition 1. A ramification of games is a triple 7? = (r,p,f) consisting of three

functions: the ramification function r = (r0, rx): 2<"->2<"Xco<", the projection

function p = (p0,px): 2" -» 2" X co", and the filling-in function /: £ X 2 X co*""

-> co < ", satisfying the following three properties (i), (ii), (iii):

(i)(a) For each u g 2<u lhrQ(u) = Vcirx(u) < lh(«),

(b) rx(u) is a strictly increasing function: lhr0(u) -» Ihu,

(c) For each u g 2< ",{r(u\ k) \ k < lh«} is a tree on 2 X co, i.e. VÂ: < lh(r(u))

3j ¿ilhu r(u\ j)= riu) \ k.

We can extend r to a function (we still denote by r) from (2 X co)<w into

(2Xio)<uby

riu,v) = (r0(u),v°rx(u))

and by transposition, associate with r a function R: f^>f, by R(J) = {(u, v) G

(2 x co)< ": V¿ < lh« r(u \,, v \,) g J}. The game R-iJ) is called the ramification

of J, or the ramified game associated with J: in order to win RiJ) by playing ß

against e, I has to ensure that the tree TEß = {r(e [ ,, ß T,): ; g to} is a subtree of /.

Intuitively, at each position (u, v) in the game R(J), the two players are

imagining that they are playing in J, at some fake position (u*,v*) which is given

by the function r, and (u, v) is legal in R(J)just in case («*, v*) is legal in /.

Note that the fake play v* of II is a subplay of v, which is determined by the

sequence (n0,■.., n,_i) which depends only on Fs play u (via rx). (See Figure 1.)

This is an essential feature of a ramification: The idea is that I's play u is just

encoding (via rx) some demands about IPs beginning of a witness v*, together with

some u*, which itself encodes some demands about IPs beginning of a witness v**,

together with some u** and so on, in a (possibly transfinite) process to be described

later.
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Note also that by extending u in R(J), player I does not automatically extend u*

in /: By following r, he may first erase some of the last moves of «* (and the

corresponding values of the sequence (n0,..., nj_x)) and then extend the remainder

of it. This is why we call r a ramification.

(ii) For each e G 2", p(e) = (p0(e), px(e)) is a branch through the tree Te =

{/•(er,): IG co}.

Extend the function p to a function (still denoted by p): 2" X co" ̂ > 2" X co",

defined by

P(£,ß)=(p0(£),ßop1(£)).

Condition (ii) means that if players I and II have played e and ß in a run of some

game R(J), there corresponds at least one fake run p(e, ß) in the game J. Hence in

particular if II wins the run (e, ß) in R(J), then II also wins the run p(e, ß) in J.

But we do not impose a priori continuity (or convergence) conditions on how the

fake run is obtained.

(iii) It follows from (ii) that it is harder for II to win R(J) than to win J. We now

introduce the last property of a ramification, to the effect of avoiding easy wins of

player I in R(J). This is done by using the filling-in function /.

i
i

i

i

v(n.)

*<i-l)

Figure 1
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Fix a game J, and a strategy a for player I in the game R(J). The filling-in

function / allows to build a strategy a* = F(J,a) for I in /, as follows:

Step 1. (See Figure 2.) We first consider II in R(J) beginning with v0 = f(0) (of

length k) and I answering via a some uQ (of length k + 1). It has to be that—(a)

the positions up to (u0(Q),..., u0(k - 1)), (vQ(0), ...,v0(k- 1)) are legal in R(J)

—(b) The fake position r0(u0) is of length 1—and this is by definition the first move

of I in / following o* = F(J,a)—and (c) the function rx(u0) sends 0 to k, so that

for any further play n of II in R(J), the corresponding fake play in / is just

(e(0),n).

Step 2. (See Figure 3.) Let II then play some integer ß(0) = n in J. There are two

cases. If ((e(0), ß(0))) <£ J, II has already lost in J and we may ask I to play 0 from

now on.

If now <(e(0),ß(0))> g J, we do the following: In R(J) we let II play ß(0), and

then vx = f((ß(0))), and let I answer some ux using a (with lhux = I + I = lhvx +

1). Notice that the position (u0, i;0Aß(0)) is by the hypothesis legal in R(J), as its

fake position is ((e(0)), (ß(0))) g J. It now has to be that—(a) the position

(w0A (^(0),..., ux(l - 1)>, f0Aß(0) Avx) is R(J)-legal —(b) the r0-transform of u£ux

is a sequence (e(0), e(l)) of length 2 which extends (e(0))—hence allows us to

define in J the answer to IPs play ß(0)—and (c) the function rx(urux) sends 0 to k

(thus extends rx(u0)) and 1 to k + I + 1, so that for any further play p of II in

R(J), the corresponding fake play in J is ((e(0), e(l)), (ß(0), p)).

And so on: Suppose that we have defined the strategy a* for all plays

(ß(0),...,ß(k — 1)) of length k, of II in J so that we know the answer

(e(0),..., e(k)) of player I. And let ßik)be some further play of II in J. If the new

position is not ./-legal, a * calls for 0. If it is legal, we imagine the following plays in

RiJ):

Using the filling-in function, II plays /(0), then ß(0), then /((ß(0)>), then ß(l),

then /(<ß(0),ß(l)»,..., then ßik - 1), then /((ß(0),... ,ß(/c - 1)», then ßik),

then f((ß(0),...,ß(k))), constructing some sequence v; I answers by a some

sequence u one step longer than v, say u = u'A(q). We first impose that (u',v) is

R(7)-legal. Next, consider the corresponding plays in J, obtained using r. We

impose the condition that I's play r0(u) is a one-step extension of (e(0),..., e(&))

by some e(k + 1), which by definition is a*((ß(0),...,ß(k))). Moreover the

function rx sends / < k to the position of /?(/) in v, and sends k to Hid, so that for

any further play m of II in RiJ), the fake play in J corresponding to (u, vAm) is

«e(0),...,e(/c + l)>,<ß(0),...,ß(A:),m».

Formally, if J G^f and a g 2 the filling-in function f = f(J,a) associates with

each sequence v (viewed as played by II in J) a sequence f(v) g co<" such that if

we set

fiv) =/(0)%(o)7(" r ,)%(i)A • • • M"™ -i)7(*)

and

f*(o) = f(0)A vW f (v [ x)\(iy ■■■Av(lhv-l)
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we have

(a)If/*(ü)is(7í(/),a)-legal,sois/(í;).

(b) If f(v) is (R(J),a)-legal, and u = o~(f(v)) is the corresponding play (of

length lh/(i;) + 1) of I following a in R(J), then lhr(u) = lht; + 1; the function

rx(u): lh r(u) —> lh u is given by

#-,(«)(/) = lh{f(vl,))    fori<lhi)

(so that for any mew rx(u,f(u) Am) = vAm).

(c) If f * = i> C |ht)_, and h* = <j(/(ü*)), then /-„(«) is an extension of r0(i/*).

By the properties of the filling-in function, one can associate with / a function F:

fx 2 -» 2 by

F{j^)(ü)=lro(o(f(v)))(Hv))    iff(v)isÍRÍJ),a)-legal,

10    otherwise,

which associates with each strategy a in R(J) a strategy a* = F(J, a) in 7, with the

property that for each (J, a*)-legal play v the corresponding play /(f) is (R(J), a)-

legal, and satisfies for each m g co

r(ä(/(B)),/(ü)Am) = (a*(D),i;Am),

so that if ß defeats a* in 7, f(ß) = U{/(ß f *): A: G to} defeats a in R(7); hence

if a is winning for I in R(J) the strategy a* = F(J,a) is winning for I in J.

Let Tj be a given countable ordinal. Recall that a function f:E-*F (where E, F

are Polish spaces) is of class tj if for all open sets (7 c F the set f~l(U) is 2°+1) in £

(so that continuous functions are given class 0). In this section we shall prove the

following theorem on the existence of ramifications.

Theorem 2. For each countable ordinal tj, there exists a ramification R^ = (r, p, /)

such that

(i) p: 2" -> 2" x to" an«//: ,/x 2 X to<w -» to<" are of class tj.

(ii) £«e Jt7 Hx+1> = Pq1(Hx) = {e g 2": p0(e) = 0} is a strategically complete

n°+„ set.

We shall prove Theorem 2 by iterating a basic one-step ramification, using

composition at successor stages, and a direct limit process at limit stages.

Lemma 3. There exists a ramification R = (r, p,f), we call the basic ramification,

which satisfies

(i) p and f are first class functions.

(ii) If we define (n, i) = \(i + n) (i + n + 1) + i iwith inverse maps: to -» co.

(•)0 and (•)[), then the function p0: 2" -» 2" is given by

p0(c)(») = l   «-»  V; G toe««,/» = 0.

Proof. For commodity, extend the function p0: 2" -» 2" to 2< " by setting

p0iu) = Pn("AQ). We now define by induction the ramification function r. The

sequence r0iu) will be some initial segment of p0(w), so it is enough to inductively

define lh(r(u)) and rx(u): lh(/-(«)) -» lh«. Start with lh/-(0) = 0 and rx(0) = 0.

Suppose now lhr(u), r0(u) = p0(u) ¡ xhr(u) and rx(u) have been defined, and let

/' = 0 or 1. We want to define r(u Ai).
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Case 1. The sequence r0(u) is an initial segment of p0(uAi). In this case, let

lhr(«A/) = lh/•(«) + l,andr1(«A0= rx(u)Alhu.

Case 2. Otherwise. By the definition of p0, this means that one has /' = 1, and

setting k0 = (\hu)0, that r0(u)(kQ)=l but p0(u Al)(k0) = 0. In this case, let

lh(r(uAl)) = kQ+ Land rx(u Al) = rx(u) \ ko Alhu.

One easily checks that rx(u) is strictly increasing, and that [r(u [ ¡): /' < lhw}

forms a tree in (2 X co)<".

We now claim that for each e g 2" the sequence (r(e ¡ k))ke u converges, and

moreover lim^^ r0(e [ k) = p0(e). The reason is that there is at most one change

(from 1 to 0) for p0(e \ k)(0), and after it the r(s \ k) will have constant value at 0,

the value of r0(e r k)(0) being po(e)(0), and for bigger k there is at most one change

(from 1 to 0) for p0(e [ »(1), and after it the r(e \ k) will have the same value at 1,

the value of r0(e [ k)(l) being p0(e)(l), etc.... So we define p(e) = limk^00r(E [ k),

and p(e) is a (in fact the unique) branch through the tree Te. And clearly p is a first

class function, as the pointwise limit of the continuous functions e -* r(e T k).

It remains to define the filling-in function f(J, a, u). Fix J <^f and a G 2. The

function f(J, a, u) = f(u) is defined by induction on lh u. First let u = 0. Consider

the set

£0 = [w G co<": w is(R(£),a)-legaland(lhw)0 = 0}.

As 0 g £0, L0 is nonempty. There are two cases.

Case 1. For all w g £0, a(w) = 0. Let then f(0)= 0.

Case 2. Otherwise. Pick (in some canonical way) some u0 in £0 among the w's

of minimal length such that a(w) = 1, and let f(0) = u0. One easily checks that in

both cases /(0) is (R(£),a)-legal, and for any m g co rx(ä(f(0)), f(0)Am) =

(m).

Moreover for any (R(J), a)-legal extension t> of f(0) Am (if any), the sequence

r(5(v) [Xhl„v) will extend r(5(f(0)),f(0)Am). Suppose now f(u) has been de-

fined so that f(u) is (7?(£),a)-legal, for any m g to rx(â(f(u)),f(u)Am) = uAm,

and that for any (R(J),a)-legal extension v of f(u)Am (if any) the sequence

riäiv)lXh„,v) extends r(o(f(u)),f(u)Am). Let v = uAm. If f(u)Am is not

(R(J),<j)-legal, i.e. r(d(f(u)),f(u)Am) = (F(J,a)(u),v) is not in J, i.e. v is not

(J, F(J,a))-legal, we can define f(v) (and f(v') for any extension v' of v) to be

anything, say 0. So assume u is (J, F(J, a))-legal, i.e. f(u)Am is (R(J), a)-legal.

Let L0 = {w\w extends f(u)Am and w is (R(J),a)-legal and lhr(a(w)) = lhu +

1}. By the induction hypothesis, f(u) Am g Lv. Again there are two cases.

Case 1. If for all w G Lv r0(a(w)) (lhi>) = r0(ô(f(u) Am))(lhí;), we set f(v) = 0.

Case 2. Otherwise. Pick w g Lv of minimal length so that r0(d(w)) (lh/;) is

different from r0(ä(f(u)Am)) (lhu) (this happens only if (lhw)0 = lhu, and a(w)

= 1), and let f(v) be the unique sequence / such that f(u)AmAt is just w. Then

f(v) = w. In both cases, one easily checks that the inductive properties are satisfied,

and we are done. An easy computation shows that / is a class 1 function.
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Lemma 4. Let R° = (r°, p°,/°) and R1 = (r\ p1, Z"1) be two ramifications. One can

define a ramification R = R1 ° R° = (r, p, /), the composition of R° and R1, by the

equations

(i) r0(u) = rx(r0°(u)) and rx(u) = rx°(u)o rx(r<¡(u)) (so that for any J g/, R(J)

= R0(R\J)))-

(¡O Po(£) = po(po(e)) and Pi(£) = p°(e)op1i(Po(e)) (so that f°r any Play (E>ß)>

p(e,ß) = p1(p°(e,ß))).

(iii) for all (J,a) in J?X 2, f° = f°(R\j),o), f1 = f\J, F°(Rx(J),a)), f =
f(J,a) is implicitly defined, for u g co < " as the unique sequence such that

r(7T(«)) = 7ïï(7T*(»))A/(«)

(50 that on legal plays, the strategy F(J,a) satisfies

F(J,o) = F\J,F»{R\J),o)).

Sketch of proof. For each position (u, v) in R(J) = R°(RX(J)), the players

first imagine a fake position (u*,v*) in Rl(J) using r°, and then a fake position

(u**, v**) in J using r1, and (u, v) is legal in R(J) just in case (u**, v**) is legal in

J. It is clear that r as defined above is a ramification function, and that for each

e g 2", the tree TE corresponding to r is obtained by first ramifying {e \ k: k G to}

using r° to get Te°, and then ramifying £c° using rl to get Te. But as p°(e) is a

branch through TJ,1 (e), p(e) = px(p°(e)) is a branch through £e.

It remains to check that the function / defined in the statement above satisfies the

conditions for being a filling-in function for r. We leave the reader at this point with

the contemplation of the diagram on Figure 4.   D

The next lemma is easy to check and left to the reader.

Lemma 5.  Let R = (r,p, f) be a ramification, and k be some integer. One can

define a ramification  TkR = (/■', p', /'),   the translated ramification by k,   by the

equations

(i) for « G co', / < k r¿iu) = u and r[iu) is the identity (lhw -» Him); for u =

u { kAv, v G to<", r¿iu)= u\ kAr0(v) and r[(u) = (0,1,..., k - l)Arx(v),

(ii) for e = e r A' e 2", p'(e) = (e \ k, (0,..., k - 1» Ap(e'),

(iii) for u G u<k, f'(J,a,u) = 0; and for u = u\ kAv, f'(J,a,u)=f(J,a,v)

(so that for each J G^f, and a G 2, the strategies a and F'(J,a) agree on legal

moves in J (= in R'J) of length  ^ k).

Lemma 6. Let (J?,),ew be a sequence of ramifications, and associate with this

sequence an inductive system, by setting R¡ ¡+x = T¡R¡, and by induction, for k > i,

^i.k + i = B.k,k + i° &¡,k- Then one can define a sequence (/i,iW),ew of ramifications

such that for i < j < co
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which is given by the equations

(i) r{,-a\u) = r(i-'+lhu)(u),

(ii)p('-")(e)=lim_00p<'-")(E),

(iii) /<'•">(£, o, u) = f^' + ihu)iJ,a, u).

Sketch of proof. Notice first that as rkyk+1 is the identity on sequences of length

< k, we have r^a\u) = AiJ\u) for all big enough j, hence easily r(,>) satisfies

the properties for being a ramification function. Similarly p(/'n)(e) f k is constant, for

n bigger than i and k, and is a finite branch through {r(,,n)(e f y)| / e «} n «** =

{r(,'-w)(e|'y)iy e a} <~\<c<k, so that p(l>)(e) = limn_00p('-n)(e) exists and is a

branch through {r(,w)(e [ y) | j: g co}. Finally notice that for n < n', and J g/, the

games RiniJ) and 7?'"'(£) have the same legal positions of length < n, and for any

u i h i i

Figure 4
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a g 2, if we consider a as a strategy in R'"(J) and infer the corresponding

F'"(J,a), or if we consider a as a strategy in R'"(J) and infer £'"'(£, a), we get

two strategies which coincide on legal moves in J of length < n. One easily checks

using these facts that f{'-u\J, a, u) satisfies the properties of filling-in functions,

and that moreover the corresponding strategy £'"(£, a) is (on legal moves) the limit

of the strategies F'"(J,a). The commutativity of the diagram is left to the reader.

D

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2. Of course, the main difficulty is to

ensure property (ii) of Rv = (/•", p", /") that 7£1+7) = (p{])"l(0) be strategically

complete in Ylx+1¡.

To do this, we will inductively prove a bit more about the functions pg. Say that a

function (¡p: 2" -» 2" is an independent ij-function if

(i) For some function ir: co -» u, the value <p(e)(&), for each k G to, depends

only on the values of e on w_1(&).

(ii) If Tj is successor, say tj = £ + 1, then for each k g co {e g 2"|m(e)(/c) = 1}

is strategically complete Ylx+i

(iii) If tj is limit, then for some sequence (£„) with £„ < tj and sup„£„ = tj,

{e G 2"|m(e)(/c) = 1} is for any k G co a strategically complete Iï1+i  set.

We will prove that we can choose the T^'s so that pg is an independent

Tj-function.

We first need a lemma.

Lemma 7. Let it be some function: to -» to, iAn, £„)„ eu a sequence such that

(i) An<r 2", and the fact that e g An depends only on e \ „-^„y

(ii) An is strategically complete n°+¿.

Let A = n„(.4,v), and £ = sup„(£„ + 1). Then A is a strategically complete Ylx+i set.

Proof. The set A is clearly Ylx + (. Suppose B is some other n°4 ¿ subset of 2", so

that for some B„ c 2", ß„ g Il°+¿, ß = n„ß„v. By the hypothesis, let a„ be a

winning strategy for player II in Gw(Bn,A„). We define a strategy for II in

GwiB, A): If at stage k I has played u of length k + 1, II considers

._ / m    on ir~1ir(k) n lhw,

10    elsewhere

and answers by an(k)(uk). If in a row I has played e and II has answered a using this

strategy, let

fa    on iT~l(k),
ak= \ v   n

( 0    elsewhere

and notice that (e,ctk) is a play in Gw(Bk, Ak) where II follows ak, hence e g 7?A <->

aA G Ak. But by the independence property a¿ g ^ <-> a G ,4A, hence e g ß «-» o:

g yl and the strategy is winning for II in GW(B, A).   □

Proof of Theorem 2. We do it by induction on tj. For tj = 1, we take for R} the

basic ramification R of Lemma 3. One checks that p}, = p0 is an independent

1-function from its very definition. At a successor step tj = £ + 1, we let ß"1 = R ° R^.

This is a ramification by Lemma 4, and pn and f1 are clearly of class tj. So we just
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need to prove that p\] = p0 ° p^ is an independent Tj-function. By definition

p0(e)(fc) = 1 '** Po(l4(e))(k) = 1 - Vi P„(e)«£,/» = 0

By the inductive hypothesis, there is some 7r¿: co —> co such that P(5(e)(n) depends

only on e ¡ w-i(„y Applying Lemma 7 to A¡ = {e|p^(e)((/c,/')) = 1} and vf: co -> u

defined by 7rf*(/') = ir(((k,/'», the set /I* = {e|p0(e)(/c) = 1} is strategically com-

plete n°+£. And if irr to -» co is defined by ^(«) = (w¿(«))0, Po«(fc)) depends

only on e f „-i(m, so pg is an independent rj-function. And finally H1+1¡ = (pu)"1(Q)

is strategically complete ILX+V by Lemma 7 again. Suppose finally that the construc-

tion has been performed up to some limit tj, and let (£„) be a sequence of ordinals

with tj = £„£„; let tj„ = E¡j£¿, and apply Lemma 6 to R¡ = Ríl. This gives a

sequence R'u, and we define R1* = ß°". By the definition of the ß'"'s, one easily

checks that pn and fn are of class tj. Now pg(e) = lim„p0°-")(e), in fact pg(e)(^) =

Po'k + l)(£)(k). By the inductive hypothesis, one checks that {e| pif-k + 1)(e)(k) = 1} is

strategically complete n°+ , and that pg is independent. Finally Hx+n is strategi-

cally complete Il°+T) by Lemma 7 again.    D

Notice that in the above proof, the ß^'s we constructed are almost unique—up to

some choice, for limit tj, of a sequence (£» with tj = EA. ík- We shall very freely refer

to these ramifications as the ramification 177 of order tj—the choice of the

fundamental sequences at limit steps being usually " the best one" in each concrete

situation.

4. The games /¿. The property of Wadge in Polish spaces. We now come back to

the proof of Theorem 1.1. As before, we fix a pair of disjoint 2j sets AQ, Ax in 2",

with corresponding trees T0, Tx, and let £ = 1 + tj be some countable ordinal > 1.

Let R" = (rv,pn,fv) be the ramification given by Theorem 3.2. We let H( =

(Po)_1(Q)- By 3-2, 77¿ is a strategically complete n¿ set.

We define the game Jt(A0,Ax) as follows: player I produces e g 2", player II

produces (a,ß) g 2" X co". We say that (e,a,ß) is a win for II in J^(A0,AX) if

(e, ß) is a win for II in the game R1(JX(A0, Ax) [ J (where of course JX(A0, Ax) is

the game defined in §2.2). We now show that 7/¿ and J((A0,AX) satisfy the

conclusions of Theorem 1.1, for Y = II¿.

First of all, J^(A0, Ax) is closed: The point is that ramifications do not increase

the length of sequences, hence in order to verify that (e f k, ß \ k) is a legal position

in J^Aq, Ax) r a = Rr'(Jx(A0, Ax) \ a), we only need to know a \ k. Suppose now

that II has a winning strategy t in J^(A0, Ax), with associated t* in

G*( 77¿; A0, Ax). To each e g 2", t associates some ß such that (e, ß) is a legal play

for II in R7'(JX(A0, Ax) \ T»(f)), and by the projection pn, we get a play

(pJ5(e), ß » p](e)) which is legal for II in JxiA0, Ax) [ T*(s). Using Lemma 2.1, we get

that if pg(e) = 0, i.e. if e G 7/¿, then T*(e) g A0; and if pg(e) # 0, i.e. e í 7/¿, then

r*(e) G Ax. This means t* is winning for player II in G*(77¿; A0, Ax). Suppose

finally that I has a winning strategy a in Jt(A0, Ax)\ for each a G 2", let aa be the

corresponding winning strategy for I in J^(A0, Ax)\ a = Rr>(Jx(A0, Ax) \ a). Then

for each tj the strategy aa* = F"](Jx(At), Ax) \ a, aa) is winning for I in JX(A0, Ax) f a.

Moreover, the function a*: 2" -> 2 defined by a*(a) = aa* is clearly of class tj. So
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if we set C0 = {a G 2"|(a,a*) G C} where C is the open set defined in Lemma

2.1, we get by this lemma that Ca is a 2°- set which separates A0 from Ax. This

finishes the proof for T = IIo (hence T = 2¿ too). It remains to look at Y = £>f(2°).

We again let £ = tj + 1, and define the game Jit(A0, Ax) by the equality

■/i,fK,^i)rQ = ß,,(£uK,A)ra)

where Jlt refers to the game of §2. The proof that this game works is entirely

analogous to the preceding proof, this time using Lemma 2.4 instead of Lemma 2.1.

The only point to check for finishing the proof of Theorem 1.1. is that if we set

Hit = (Po)_1(^i,f) and G{ií = H(t, the set G{î is a strategically complete £>f(2°)

set.

To see this, we come back to the definition of Gx t. If \p = (i/>0, \px) is the bijection

between co and f X to used to define Gx t, one checks that we have G¿ t =

öf((Gr)r<f)> where for Ï' <f Gt,= [a g 2"|3/(^o(/) < f' and p3(a)(/') ='l)}.

Define

G'v = {« g 2"|3/(^0(/) = f and p&(a)(i) = l)}.

By Lemma 3.7, the sets G¿. are strategically complete 2° sets; moreover if At> =

7T7J"1(^ö1(f/))' where it^ witnesses that pg is independent, the sets iAe,)r.<r are

mutually disjoint, and the fact that a G G^ depends only on « [ At,. Suppose now

B = DtiiBfT)) is another £>¿.(2|) set, with iBt,) an increasing family of 2° sets in

2". Pick for each f' < f some ot. which is winning for II in Gw(Bt;G't,). Define a

strategy for II in GM,(ß, G¿ ?) as follows: If I plays at stage k some u of length k + 1,

II answers by af/(w), where f ' = t//0(w^(fc)). If e and a have been played this way,

let at, = ot<ie), for each f < f. As a?7 is winning for II in Gw(Bt',G'r>), e G ß,,, <-»

af- g Gf'. Now a,-, and a coincide on At,, hence af' G G¡- «-♦ a G G^. So suppose

e g ßf,. Then a G G¿< and a fortiori a G Gr. And if e £ ßf-, then a fortiori for all

f" < T £ Í Br, hence for all f" < T « Í Gf-, and a Í Gr. This shows that the

strategy is winning for II, hence G¿ t is strategically complete £>?(2¿), and the proof

of Theorem 1.1 is complete.   D

If we want to compare the descriptive complexity of sets in arbitrary Polish space

E and F, the ordering <, given by Wadge's games is no longer adequate: there

seems to be no interesting extension of it to this wider frame—except for spaces like

co". A more relevant ordering, usually called the Wadge ordering < w (see [W 1]),

uses reduction by continuous functions: If A ç E and B Q F are two sets, we say

that B reduces A (A < w B), if for some continuous map <p: £ -> £ <p~l(B) = A.

Similarly if ß0, Bx are disjoint subsets of £, the pair (B0, Bx) reduces A if for some

continuous map <p: E -» ß0 U Bx, <p~1(B0) = A. Note that these notions are extrin-

sic, i.e. depend heavily on the space £ in which A sits (This notion might well not be

the correct one for arbitrary Polish spaces, as it clearly depends on how many

continuous functions from £ into £ exist, hence depends on the dimensions of £

and £. Here we shall work with £ = 2", for which this problem disappears.)
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Let T be some class of subsets of 2". We say that a subset A of a Polish space £

reduces Y if for any ß c 2", ß g Y, A reduces B (and similarly for a disjoint pair

(/40, y^)). The dual notion is that of separation: We say that Y separates a disjoint

pair iA0, Ax) in some Polish space £ if for some C G Y, C separates A0 from Ax.

With this terminology, an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 is the following

Theorem 1. Let E = 2", and Y be either 2£ or 7)f(2°0, with dual class f. If

iA0, Ax) is any pair of disjoint 2} subsets of E, either iA0, Ax) reduces Y or Y

separates iA0, Ax).

We will now prove the extension of this result to arbitrary Polish spaces. The key

tool is a transfer lemma, due to Saint Raymond [SR 3], and independently reproved

by Kunen and Miller [K-M].

Theorem (Saint Raymond). Let E, F be two compact metrizable spaces, and it a

continuous surjection: E -» F. Suppose P is some Polish space, and f: E —> P a first

class function. Then there exists a first class section s: F —> £ of it (i.e. such that

ir ° six) = xfor all x G £), satisfying f ° s: F -* P is also a first class function.

Let us introduce some more terminology. For a class Y (of sets in Polish spaces),

let us say that Y has the property of Wadge if for any pair of disjoint 2j sets AQ, Ax

(in some Polish space £) either iA0, Ax) reduces T or f separates iA0, Ax).

To each set D Q 2", associate an operation (also called £>), the Hausdorff

operation with basis D, on sequences of sets by setting, for iAn)n 6 u subsets of some

set X, D((AA) = {x G X\{n g co|jt g An) G D). We say that a class T is a

2°-generated Hausdorff class if there is a basis D ç 2" such that in any Polish space

£, T consists of the sets D((AA) for (AA 2° subsets of £. Clearly most classes of

descriptive set theory (among which the 2° and A,(2°) classes, for £ > 2) are

2°-generated Hausdorff classes.

Corollary 2 (The transfer lemma). Let E, F be two compact metrizable spaces,

it: E -» F a continuous surjection, and Y a ^-generated Hausdorff class. Let A0, Ax

be two disjoint subsets of F. If the class Y separates the pair iir~xiA0),tt~liAx)), it

also separates iA0, Ax). In particular, if A c £ is such that tt~x(A) G Y, the set A is

in Y.

Proof. Let C ç £, C in Y, separate ir'x(A0) from ir~l(Ax), and write C =

D((C„)), where D is the basis for Y and C„, n g co, are 2° sets in £. For each n, let

/„: £ -* [0,1] be a first class function so that C„ = {x g £ | fn(x) > 0), and let /:

£ -» [0,1]" be Ylnfn. Apply Saint Raymond's theorem to it and /: There is a

section s of it such that j and / ° s are of first class. Let ß„ = {x g £ | fn ° six) > 0},

and B = D((Bn)). Each Bn is clearly 2°, hence B g I\ And one easily checks that B

separates A0 from Ax.   D

Theorem 3. For each £ > 2, the classes 2° and £^(2°) have the property of

Wadge.
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Proof. Let £ be a Polish space, A0, Ax two disjoint 2} subsets of £. Extend £

to some compact metrizable £, and choose a continuous surjection it: 2" -» £. Let

B0 = 7T_1(/10), ß, = ir~1(Ax). Using Theorem 1, either (ß0, ß^ reduces Y, in which

case (A0, Ax) too—by composing with it—or f separates (ß0, ß^ and by Corollary

2 f also separates (A0, Ax) (in £, hence in £).    D

5. Hurewicz-type theorems. In this section, we generalize the theorem of Hurewicz

stated in the introduction, asserting that two disjoint analytic sets A0 and Ax in a

Polish space are not separable by a 2° set if and only if there exists a homeomor-

phism m from 2" onto a (compact) subset K of Aa U Ax such that <p(Px) = A0 n K

and <p(Py) = Ax n 7v. In other words, 2° does not separate (AQ, Ax) iff there is a

continuous one-to-one map reducing P^ to the pair (A0, Ax).

By analogy with the definitions in the preceding section, let us say that a pair

(A0,AX) H-reduces a set ß ç 2" if for some continuous one-to-one map tp:

2" -» A0 U i4l5 ß = <p_1(^o)- (If A = ^o'- we just say that y40 //-reduces B.) And

given a class Y of subsets of 2", we say (A0, Ax) H-reduces Y (resp. A0 //-reduces

T) if it reduces all sets ß g Y, B ç 2".

We say that a set A g Y is an H-complete Y set if yl //-reduces Y. The existence

of such sets is given by the next lemma.

Lemma 1. Let Y be some class, and let A g Y, A ç 2" be complete, i.e. A reduces

Y. Then the set A X 2" ç 2" X 2" = 2" ¿s er« H-complete Y set.

Proof. Let ß be a Y subset of 2", and <p: 2" -> 2" reduce ß to ^. Then

ifV: 2" -» 2" x 2" defined by ^(a) = (<p(a), a) is one-to-one and reduces ß to

A X 2".    D

In some sense, //-complete sets in Y are maximal. In particular, a pair (A0, Ax)

//-reduces a class T as soon as it //-reduces some //-complete set in Y. We now

introduce the "minimal" sets in Y.

Definition 2. A set X c 2" is a Hurewicz test for a class Y if

(i)Ier and lif,
(ii) For any Borel set ß in a Polish space £. ß is not in the dual class Y if and

only if ß //-reduces X.

We denote by Hur(T) the set of Hurewicz tests for Y.

The next lemma explains why such sets X are called Hurewicz tests. Recall that Y

has the property of Wadge if for any pair of analytic disjoint sets (A0, Ax) in some

Polish space £, either (A0, Ax) reduces T or f separates (A0, Ax).

Lemma 3. Let Y be a class with the property of Wadge, and X belong to Hur(T).

Then for any Polish space E and any pair ( A 0, A x ) of disjoint analytic subsets of E, the

class f does not separate (A0, Ax) if and only if (A0, Ax) H-reduces X.

Proof. If (A0. Ax) //-reduces X but f separates (A0, Ax), then clearly X g f,

which is impossible.

Conversely if f does not separate (A0,AX), then (A0,AX) reduces X by the

property of Wadge, i.e. for some continuous tp: 2" —> A0 U Ax, tp~l(A0) = X. The

sets B0 = cp(X) and Bx = cp(X) are 2j and disjoint, with union the compact set

<p(2"), hence are Borel.
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And ß0 cannot be in f, otherwise X = <p~1(B0) would be in f too. So as A' is a

Hurewicz test, ß0 //-reduces X and a fortiori (A0, Ax) //-reduces X.

The notions of Hurewicz test and of //-complete set in a class Y usually do not

coincide—for example in the basic case of 2° studied by Hurewicz. Note however

that if there exists an //-complete set in Hur(T), then the notions of //-complete,

complete, Hurewicz test, and T \ f sets all coincide.

The main result of this section is the existence of Hurewicz tests for all classes 2°

and £> (2°), for £ > 2. For the classes £»,,(2°), no Hurewicz test can be found in 2"

for cardinality reasons. Nevertheless it is possible (and easy) to replace the space 2"

by some suitable countable compact space K and construct a subset Xn of Kv

which serves as Hurewicz test for the class 7)^(2°).

Theorem 4. Let Y be a class closed under unions with 2° sets and intersections with

n° sets. Then every pair (A0, Ax) which reduces Y also H-reduces Y.

We are grateful to A. S. Kechris for pointing out to us, after we obtained this

result and the corollary stated below, that a similar result had been obtained earlier

by J. R. Steel [S]. In fact, Lemma 3 of [S] asserts that (with our terminology) every

complete Y set in 2" //-reduces any Y set in 2", provided Y is "reasonably closed".

(The proof is quite similar to ours, and is referred to by Steel as a "trick due to

Harrington".) The closure condition of Steel is rather technical and looks ad hoc.

However, it can be shown that it corresponds to closure by intersections with 11°

and unions with 2° sets, plus closure under homeomorphisms (i.e. if A G Y and ß

is homeomorphic with A, B G Y). So our Theorem 4 is slightly more general (it can

indeed be applied to more Wadge classes), and also works for arbitrary Polish

spaces. It is why we include it here.

We obtain Theorem 4 as a particular case of Theorem 7 below, which is necessary

for the classes £>„(2^).

Corollary 5. Let Y be a class which is non selfdual (Y + Y), has the Wadge

property and is closed under unions with 2° sets and intersections with Yl2 sets. Then

0)Hur(r) = r\f.
(ii) For any pair of disjoint analytic sets in some Polish space E, the class Y does not

separate (A0, Ax) iff (A0, Ax) H-reduces Y.

Corollary 6. Let Y be one of the classes 2° or £>^(2¿), for £ ^ 3, or £ = 2 and

tj > co. Then conclusions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 5 hold.

The preceding corollaries are not true for 2°: //-complete 2° sets must have

cardinality the continuum, and Hurewicz tests for 2° are at most countable. To deal

with 2° (and the classes £>„(2°)), we generalize Theorem 4 in the following

Theorem 7. Let Y0 be a class closed under intersections with 11° sets, and Y the

class of unions of sets in T0 with 2° sets. Let B0, D be subsets of 2" with B0 G T0 and

D at most countable, and let B = ß0 U D. Then if a pair (A0, Ax) reduces the class Y,

(A0, Ax) H-reduces B.

Theorem 4 easily follows from Theorem 7, for Y = Y0 and D = 0.
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Corollary 8. Let Y be the class £>„(2°), for n < u>. Let (Bk)k<n be some

increasing sequence of 2° sets in 2", with B0 at most countable, and let B = £)„(( Bk )).

If (A0, Ax) is a pair of disjoint 2j sets in some Polish space and Y does not separate

iA0, Ax), then iA0, Ax) H-reduces B.

Proof. Let T0 be the class of all DnHAk)), with Ak g 2° and A0= 0. If « is

odd, T0 is closed under intersections with n° sets and Y is the class of unions of Y0

sets and 2° sets. Since Y has the Wadge property, we can apply Theorem 7 to get

the result. The case of even n is similar, by working with f0 and Y.   D

Corollary 9. For each n < co, define a sequence Bk,k < n, by

Bk= {(«0,...,a„_1)G(2")"|Vi<^«7GP/},

and let B = Dn(Bk). Then B g Hur(£>„(2°)).

Proof. By Corollary 8, we just need to show that ß is a complete £>„(2°) set, as

B0 = Pf is countable. But using that Pf is complete 2°, this is immediate.   D

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 7. We need the following improvement of

Baire's category theorem.

Lemma 10. Let E be a complete metric space, iAs)seu*» a Sus lin scheme of closed

subsets of £, with H = Uaeu" f)„ Aaf n its kernel, and iU„)„ea a sequence of open

subsets of E, satisfying

(i) A0 = £.   ' _

(ii) For alls G co<", A, = (JmAs.m._

(iii) For all s G co*", « G to, As = ASC\ U„.

Then the set H H fl„ U„ is dense in E. i If for all s As = E,  this is just Baire's

theorem.)

Proof. By replacing £ by a nonempty open subset of it, it is enough to prove

H n n„ U„ =£ 0 • (for £ # 0 !). We construct inductively open balls Bk in £ with

center xk and radius rk, and integers mk so that for all k

(a) B_k c Uk and rk < 1/k.

(b)Bk + xczBk.

(c) xk G A{mi.m¡¡_i).

For this, choose x0 in U0, and r0 so that ß0 c U0. If xk, rk, m„ /' < k are defined,

we can choose by (ii) mk so that Bk n A{m.    > # 0, then xk + x in Uk n Bk n

A,ma.mi), and  rk + x < l/(k + 1) such that  Bk+X c Uk+X n ßA. The sequence

(xt)t€, is a Cauchy sequence in £, and clearly its limit x is in // n D„ //„.   D

Proof of Theorem 7. For a g 2", let a* be defined by a*(n) = 1 - a(n), and

denote accordingly Pf* = [a\a* g P7} and P^ = {a|a* g P^}. Let ß0, D, B, A0

and Ax be as in the hypotheses of Theorem 7. Consider the set Z = (2" X P» U

(ß0 X P*). By the properties of Y, Z g Y, so there exists a continuous map q>:

2" X 2" -> (/10 U /li) such that Z = tp-^^o). We shall prove the existence of a

continuous map g: 2" -» 2" such that \p = <p(-,g(-)) is one-to-one and carries

B = B0 U D into ^0 and B into ^j.
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Let £ be the space of all continuous functions: 2" -» 2", endowed with the metric

of uniform convergence. Enumerate the set Pf in a sequence (am)meu and the set D

in a (possibly empty or finite) sequence (8k)k < N (0 < N < co). Set

({geE\>ti<k{i>Norg(8l) = am¡)},

_J     if m0 < mx <  ■ ■ ■  < mk_x and

the points <p(5,, am ) are all distinct,

, 0    otherwise.

Let H = Uaea»n„Aatn.

For m G co, let Wm = {g G £|Va G 2" g(a) + a*}.

Let Vn = {g G £|VaVß(c/(a,ß) > 1/« ^ cp(a,g(a)) # <p(ß, g(ß)))}.

Let Z), = {8,.|/ < JV and /</>},  *,,, = {a g 2<*\d(a,Dp)>\/q} and ^^ =

{ge£|a,eg(#pi?)},for/</>.
The sets ^4        m _    are closed in  £, and the sets Wm,Vn,UpqJ are open.

Moreover if g belongs toH nf)mWmr\ fl„ F„ n fl,,^ UpqJ, then

(i) t//g = <p( •, g(• )) is one-to-one (since g g D„ V„),

(ii) g(D) Q Pf (since g & H),

(iii) gib) çP^n P*, for if a* g g(2") n P/, then g <£ H^m, and if x £ D but

g(x) = a,, there is some q so that x G Kj + Xq, and g <£ Uj+Xqj.

From this, we get that \pg(B) Q A0 and ^g(ß) c ^4l5 and the proof will be

complete if we can find such a g. And by Lemma 10, it is enough to show that

UM¿f *»• As n Wm, As n K„ and As n {£,)9j are all dense is ^,.

So let s = (m0,..., mk_x), e > 0 and g g ,4V be given. Set k0 = inî(k, N) and

Fk = [<p(8,,am )\i < k0). We claim that As n ß(g,e) intersects (a) UmAs,m, (b)

^„„ (c) V„ and (d) Í/,,,,,.

(a) If k> N, As = AsAm for all m > mk_x and there is nothing to prove.

Otherwise choose a g Pf such that d(a, g(8k)) < e/2. The image (p(8k, a) is in Ax,

and since Fk ç A0 one can choose a, close enough to a so that / > mk_x,

d(a, a,) < e/2 and (p(8k, a¡) £ £A. If then // g £ agrees with g on Z^, takes value

a¡ on ôA and satisfies d(g,h) < e, h G As„¡ Pi £(g, e).

(b) Let m g co. Since a* £ g(Dk), there is a clopen set F in 2" containing

g"'(«í). contained in g~1(B(a%, e/2)) and disjoint from Z^. Let aGP/n

ß(a*, e/2) and let h be g on V, and a on V. Then clearly // G As C\ Wm n ß(g, e).

(c) Let « g to. Define y = min(d(ß,ß'): ß,ß' g Fk and ß * ß'} > 0. Choose

some finite partition (Vi)t< L of 2" in clopen sets of diameter less than 1/n, each

containing at most one point of Dk, on which g oscillates less than e/2 and <p(-, a)

oscillates less than y/3, for all a g 2". We may assume that 8¡ g V¡, for /' < k0- So

the sets <p(P, X [am )) are all disjoint for /' < k0. One can find a function g' taking

on each F, a constant value ß, g Pf, such that c/(g, g') < e/2 and ß, = g'(ö,) = g(8j)

for / < k0. We construct a function h on 2", taking on each V, a constant value

y i G P, and such that

(i)d(g',h)<E/2,

(Ü) Y/ - ß, = g(S,) for / < k0,

(iii) for j < / < £, <p(Fy X {y») n <p(K, X {Y/}) = 0.

Clearly such an // is in A n ß(g, e) n K„.
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The y, are given, for / < k0. We define them inductively for k0 < / < £. Assum-

ing (iii) for /', j < I, the set 7} = \Jj<,(VJ X {y») is a compact subset of A0. Yet ß

be in Pf n ß(ß,, e/2). The compact set S, = <p(V, X {/?}) is a subset of Ax, hence

S, n T,= 0, and by the uniform continuity of <p we can find some y, g P^ close

enough to ß so that d(ß,,y,) < e/2, and <p(P", X [y,]) n 7} = 0. Thus the sets

<p(^ x {Y/}) are mutually disjoint for / < / + 1, and our inductive construction is

complete.

(d) Finally let p, q, j be integers with j < p. We first show that g~l(aj) n K qC\

D, = 0. If D, c Z)„, this is obvious since Dn (~) Kn „ = 0. Otherwise we have
K h p> p p.q

p < k0, and for ; < k0 g(8¡) = am with m0 < mx < ■ ■ ■ < mk _v So m¡ > /', and

if 8, belongs to Dk n *,,, c Z\\ £>,, m,>i>p> j holds. So g(S,) = a„, * «..

Let then V be some clopen set in 2" containing g~x(a.f) n ZC , contained in

g~1(B(aJ, e/2)) and disjoint from Dk. Choose some a g Px nß(a-, e/2), and

define // to be g on F and the constant a on V. Then clearly // g As n [/ . n

ß(g, e). This finishes the proof of Theorem 7.    D

Notice that is order to derive Theorem 4 from Theorem 7, one only uses D = 0,

and in this case As = E for all s G co*" and the refinement of Baire's category

theorem is not necessary.

6. Parametrized and effective results.

6.1. Borel sets with sections of given class. As we said in the introduction, the proof

of Hurewicz' theorem on 2° sets, which is a paradigm for our results in the

preceding sections, was the starting point for a result of Saint Raymond [SR 1]

asserting that Borel sets with 2° sections are countable unions of Borel sets with

closed sections: Starting with a Borel set which is not such a union, Saint Raymond

uses Hurewicz's construction to find a section for which Hurewicz's characterization

of 2° sets fails. Saint Raymond's result was extended by Bourgain to 2° sets [B 1,

B 2] using a somewhat related technique, and by Louveau [Lo 1, Lo 2] to all 2j sets,

by a quite different "Baire category" argument which relies heavily on tools from

effective descriptive set theory. The results in §4 allow us to give an alternative

purely "classical" proof of Louveau's results, much in the spirit of Saint Raymond's

proof for £ = 2.

As the proofs are more or less straightforward, we shall only indicate the main

steps. If £, £ are two Polish spaces, and A ç £ X £, x g £, we denote by Ax the

section of A at x, Ax= {y G F\(x, y) g A).

Theorem 1 (Saint Raymond; Bourgain; Louveau). Let E, F be Polish spaces,

£ > 2 some countable ordinal, A0, A1 two analytic subsets of E X F.

(i) The set [x G £ 12°. separates (/1°, A\)} is coanalytic in E.

(ii) If for all x g £ 2°. separates (A°x, A\), there exists a sequence (ß„)„eiJ of

Borel subsets of E X F such that U„ Bn separates A0 from A1, and for each n, Bn has

sections in 11° for some £„ < £.

In particular, if B c £ X F is Borel, then

(i)' {x g £ | Bx g 2°} and {x g £ | Bx G n¿} are coanalytic subsets of E.

(ii)' // B has 2° sections, then B = U„ß„ where the Bn's are Borel sets with

sections in 11^ , £„ < £.
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The main tool for getting this result from the results of §4 is a very general fact

about closed games (it is an easy consequence of the "strategic basis theorem for 2°

games" of effective descriptive set theory, see [Mo] or [M-K], but can also be proven

directly, using Kuratowski's second separation theorem).

Theorem. Let E be some Polish space, and J some Borel subset of E X 2" X co"

with closed sections. Viewing, for x G £, Jx as a closed i for II) game on 2 X co,

assume player I has for all x g £ a winning strategy in Jx. Then there exists a Borel

map a: E —> 2 such that for all x G £, a ix) is a winning strategy for player I inJx.

We shall also need a refinement in the computation of the complexity of the

filling-in functions f71 and F71 corresponding to the ramifications R71 built up in

Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 2. Let tj be countable, Rv the ramification of Theorem 3.2. For sequences

u g co* andv g (<o<a)k+x, define

C*0 = {(J,o) g/x 2: uis (J,£"(./,a))-legaland

for all i < Ihu i>(/') = fniJ,a, u [,) and

£"(£, or,wr,) = 0/ori < lh u and £"(£, a, u) = 1}

Then for some ordinal £(«, v) < 1 + tj, the set C£v is Yl^(u Ll).

Proof. We know that f71 and £7) are class tj functions, hence certainly CJ1,, is

A°1+T). So we have to replace A°+1) by 11° for some £ < 1 + rj. We prove it by

induction on tj. Using the way Rf is defined at limit stages, the limit case is trivial.

And the successor case tj' = tj + 1 easily reduces to the case of the basic ramifica-

tion R, by noticing that as ß1, + 1 = R° Rv,

(J,a) G C;7 ~ 3u' G (to<u)*+1 [Vi < kp{RiJ),a,û[) = v,

and(/,£"(ß(£),a))GC„7]

where % = «'(0) Aw(0)A • • ■ Au'(i - 1) and v, = v(0) Au(0)A ■ ■ ■ Av(i - 1). Now

note that any such t/' is a subsequence of v, hence the quantifier 3«' is bounded.

The first clause inside the brackets is A°1 + as f71 is of class tj, and the second clause

is n°+t? as Fv is of class tj too, once we know C\u, is IIo.

To compute C1 „, one has to go back to the definition of the filling-in function /

for the basic ramification (Lemma 3.6). The point is that as long as the answer by

F(J, a) to u [, is 0, one just has to verify that the corresponding o¡ is the correct one

—and this needs finite information on J and a, hence is A°. And for u itself, one

has to check all (R(J), a)-legal extensions of v satisfy A° clauses. This easily gives a

IIo definition of Cxv.   D

Proof of Theorem 1. The second part easily follows from the first. And applying

the transfer Lemma 4.2 we may assume £ = 2", and (by using some Borel embed-

ding if necessary) that £ = 2" too. Write A0 and A1 as projections of trees £° and

T1 on 2 X 2 X co, and consider, for x g 2", Jx = J(AX, A\). The function x -> Jx is

Borel, and by Theorem 1.1
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2j separates (Ax, A\) «-+ II has no winning strategy in Jx. This is easily computed

as a n{ relation, and (i) is proved. Suppose now that for all x g 2" 2°- separates

(Ax, A\). Then for all x, I wins Jx. Using the above theorem, a winning strategy ax

for I in Jx can be found in a Borel way in x. Then let £ = 1 + tj, consider the sets

CJa, of Lemma 2, and define, for u g to*, v g (co< u)k

Buv = {(x,a) G 2" X 2": (jx(Ax,Axx)\ a, ox \ a) G Ca>(,}

By the computations of Lemma 2, ßu^, is Borel with II°(1/ „( sections. And by (the

proof of) Theorem 1.1, the set B = U„„BUB separates A0 from yl1.   □

A very similar argument, using the other part of Theorem 1.1, yields an analogous

result for the classes £>^(2°), thus reproving results of Debs [D] for £>2(2°) sets, and

part of results in Louveau [Lo 4] (where Borel sets with sections of arbitrary given

Wadge class are studied).

6.2. Effective results. We refer the reader to Moschovakis' book [Mo] and to the

nice introductory paper of Kechris and Martin [M-K] for the basic notions of

effective descriptive set theory.

We will not say much about the effective versions of the results in §6.1. They are

obtained in a straightforward way by standard methods. The only point is that for

recursive ordinal £, the fundamental sequences at the limit stages in the construction

of the ramifications can be chosen in a A\ way, so that H^ is Il°(Ai), the functions

p71 and f71 are 2°+T)(A11)-recursive, and for A0, Ax in 2}, the game J^(AQ, Ax) is

n°(Aj) for player II. Moreover, one easily checks that from the proof in [SR 3], the

construction of the first class section 5 of Saint Raymond's theorem is effective too,

and gives a 2°(A11)-recursive function (provided £, £ are recursively presented, it is

2°(A11)-recursive and / is 2°(A11)-recursive). Altogether, the strategic basis theorem

for 2° games can then be used to give an alternative (and quite different) proof of

the results of Louveau [Lo 2].

Once one has a closed game at one's disposal, another well-known technique

allows to prove the existence of "largest Yl\ sets": E.g., one can prove, for A c 2" a

2} set and £ some recursive ordinal, the existence of a largest TT1 set C disjoint from

A and such that the pair (C, A) does not reduce n°, namely [a g 2"|3ß g £u„

(ß codes a n°<£ set B with a g B and A n B = 0)}.

Finally, our games also give sharp bounds on the complexity of winning strategies

in Wadge games GW(A,B) for Borel A, B. Notice first that we cannot hope for Aj

winning strategies: If say A = {0} and B is some n° subset of 2" with no A1

member, then clearly II wins GW(A, B), but has no A} winning strategy.

So the next result is best possible.

Proposition 1. Let D c 2" be a basis for 2j sets closed under L\-reducibility.

Suppose £ is a recursive ordinal, A is Aj and IIo \ 2°, and (A0, Ax) is a pair of

disjoint 2j subsets of 2". In Wadge's extended game G*(A; A0, Ax), one of the

players has a winning strategy in D.

Proof. Using the remarks above, we may assume A is II°(AJ). Winning strategies

for II in games Jt(A0, Ax) for 2} sets A0, Ax can clearly be found in D, as Jç is 11°

for II, hence {a: a is winning for II in J((A0, Ax)) is 2}. Coming back to the proof
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of Corollary 1.2. (and using the fact that if (AQ, Ax) is 2^-separable, a separating set

C can be found in 2j(Ai), again by the discussion above), one easily checks that the

proof of the proposition easily reduces to the fact that for £ recursive and /(eil°,

player II wins the Wadge game GW(A, H^) via some A\ winning strategy. But this is

easily proved—by looking at the proof that //f is strategically complete IIo.   D

7. Extensions to higher levels in the projective hierarchy. We again refer the reader

to Moschovakis' book [Mo], especially Chapters 6 and 8, for the relevant notions of

descriptive set theory and set theory we use in this section.

7.1. The 22n+1 case, n > 1. Assuming all A-,,, games are determined, the structure

theory of the projective classes 22„ + 1, n > 1, looks very much like the basic

structure theory of 2* sets. In particular, Moschovakis's third periodicity theorem

[Mo, 6El] allows to compute the complexity of winning strategies for player I in

II2n games (for II). Using this fundamental tool, and the ramifications, we can prove

for this case the following result, which extends work of Kechris [Ke] who proved (b)

for « = 1, and Louveau [Lo 3] who proved (c) by a different method.

Let us fix some ordinal £ < uxK, and denote by 2°(A12„+1) the class of all 2°

subsets of 2" which do admit a A12n+1 code (in some canonical coding of 2°-

constructions by elements of uu; this notion does not depend on the particular

—reasonable—coding which is chosen).

Theorem 1. Assume all A\n games are determined, and let £ < cofK.

(a) // (A0, Ax) is a pair of disjoint 22n + 1 sets in 2" (or more generally in some

recursively presented Polish space £), then either (/10, Ax) reduces the class 11° (/'« a

one-to-one way for £ > 3), or 2°(A12„+1) separates iA0, Ax).

(b) In particular ifA0,Ax are 22,I + 1 and 2° separates (A0, Ax), then 2°(A12„ + 1)

also separates (A0, Ax).

(c) 2°(A12„+1) = A12„+1n2°, i.e. any 2° set in A2„+1 admits a A\„+x 2°-

construction.

Proof. We just outline the proof, and indicate how to modify the techniques of

§§2 and 3 to get the result. We fix once and for all two Yl\n sets P0 and Px in

2" X co" such that

A, = p(Pt) = [a G 2"|3ß G to" ia,ß) G /»}.

We first modify the game Jx as follows: In Jf(AQ, Ax), player I produces e g 2",

player II produces (a, ß) g 2" X to" as before. The play (e, a,ß) is a win for II if

(a,ß*) g Pt, where we set /' = 0 and ß* = ß if e = 0, and if e # 0 and k is least so

that e(k) = 1, we set / = 1 and ß*(j) = ßik + j). This game is clearly Yl\„ (for II),

and arguments similar to those for Jx show that

(i) If (e, a, ß) is a win for II, then e = 0 implies a g A0 and e ¥= 0 implies

a G Ax.

(ii) If we define an open set C* c 2" X 2 by

C* = {(«,a)|3WGto<"(a(arlh„,«) = l)}

and if a is a winning strategy for player I in some game Jx* {a, for a g 2", then

a g AQ implies ia,a) g C* and a G Ax implies (a, a) £ C*.
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Next we have to define corresponding modifications Jf of the games J^. For this,

we make the ramification R71, with £ = 1 + tj, act on Yl\n games. And as the notion

of legal finite position is no more meaningful, we use the projection function p71

instead of r71: In Jf(A0, Ax), I plays e g 2", II plays (a, ß) g 2" X co", and II wins

if the play (pg(e), a, ß ° p](e)) is a win for II in J*iA0, Ax). Using the properties of

p71 and fact (i) above, one easily checks that a winning strategy for II in Jf gives a

winning strategy for II in G*iH^, A0, Ax), hence iA0, Ax) reduces n^.

Suppose now a is a winning strategy for I in JfiA0,Ax), and let a t a be the

corresponding strategy in JfiA0, Ax) f a. We define a class tj function F*: 2 -> 2

by F*(o) = £r'(co<",a), i.e. F* corresponds to the filling-in function associated

with the trivial game J = co<w (again we are forgetting about the legality of finite

positions). Note that in this case R7,iJ) = co<" too. Moreover one easily verifies by

induction the following commutativity of pv and Ff: For any ß g co" and a g 2, if

f*(ß) is the play obtained by using the filling-in function (for J = u<a), and

e = ö(ff(ß)) the answer by a, then ff(ß)°p\(e) = ß and pg(e) is the correspond-

ing answer to ß by F*(o).

From this, it easily follows that applying F* to a [ Q gives a winning strategy for

Player I in J*(A0,Ax)\a, and the set Ca* = {a g 2"|(a, F*(a \ A) g C*} is 2°

and separates A0 from Ax. Finally by choosing the strategy a in &\„+x, using

Moschovakis' strategic basis theorem, one easily checks that C0* is in 2°(A12„+1).

D

7.2. The 22 case. In this subsection, we show how to modify the use of

ramifications to study separation of K-Suslin sets by Borel sets, and in particular give

an alternative proof of a result of Stern [St] about separation of 22 sets.

Let k be some infinite cardinal. A set A ç 2" is K-Suslin if for some tree T on

2 X k, A =p([T])= {« e 2"|3/e k"V« (a ( „,f( Je T) (so that 2} sets corre-

spond to N0-Suslin). We define the family of K-Borel sets as the least family of

subsets of 2" containing the basic open sets and closed under unions and intersec-

tions of at most «-sequences. This family admits a natural ranking, and a natural

notion of coding: We let £>0* = (0 As: se2<u}; for 0 As g D¿, its coded set is

Nv = {a g 2" | a t lh s =£ s}, and 2^ = {N5 10 As g £>ô }• Now by induction, we set

D¡ = {171/: k - Ur<iZ>£",}; the set coded by 1a/g D( is A^f = Uí<([(i/(í));
and  2| = {Ax,.f\l a/g Z)£}  is the set of K-unions of complements of sets in

If now M is some inner model, we say that A is K-Suslin over M if some tree T on

2 X k so that A = p'[T]) can be found in M, and we say A g 2¡c(A/) if some code

/ g Dg n M with A = Aj does exist.

Theorem 2. Let M be some inner model, £ an ordinal which is countable in M, and

k an infinite cardinal. If iA0, Ax) is a pair of disjoint K-Suslin over M subsets of 2",

then either

(i) the pair (A0, Ax) reduces 11°, or

(ii) there is a set C G 2^(M) which separates A0 from Ax ((i) and (ii) are not

exclusive).
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Corollary 3 (Stern [St]). Let £ be some ordinal < Nf, and assume N|" is

countable. Let A0, Ax be two disjoint 22 subsets of 2". If 2¿ separates the pair

iA0, Ax), and M is any inner model where N|- is countable, a code for a 2° set

separating Ac, from Ax can be found in M.

Proof of Corollary 3. The sets A0, Ax are K-Suslin over £, so that we can

apply Theorem 2 and by the hypothesis get a 2*>(£) set A separating AQ from Ax.

We now claim that for tj < £

card(2«'(Z») < card(N-t+1).

Granting this, a 2^-code for A can easily be transformed in M in a code for A as a

2°-set.

So it remains to prove the claim. But note that for each Tj-code lA/, with

1 < tj < £, the coded set Ax*f depends only on the range /"(SJ of /. So if we

define a function (¡o by induction by <p(lA/) = {<p(/(ö)): 6 < Hx], we get for rj <£

card(2*>(£)) < card( <?"(£>*> n £)).

And by an immediate computation in £, card(<p"(£>*' n £)) < cardX£+1 so we are

done.    D

The proof of Theorem 2 is totally parallel to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Again we

just outline the minor modifications which are needed for it. We fix once and for all

A0, Ax and trees £0, Tx in M on 2 X k with A¡ = p([T¡]).

We now define a game JX(A0, Ax): I plays e G 2", II plays a G 2" and / G k". II

wins if all finite positions ie ¡ k, a \ k, f I k) are legal, where legality is defined by the

following: If e(z') = 0 for all z< k, (a [ k, f \ k) must be in T0. And if z'0 is least with

e(/0) = 1, (a r k_,o, (f(i0), f(i0 +l),...,f(k- 1)» G Tx. One easily checks that if

(e, a, f) is a win for II in JX(A0, Ax), then e = 0 implies a ^ A0 and e # 0 implies

a G Ax.

If we now set fK = [J: J is a tree on 2 X k}, with 2K = (a: K<a -» 2} the

corresponding set of strategies, and if we let C" c 2" X 2K be defined by (a, a) G

C «-» 3 u g k < " (u is o-legal in JX(A0, Ax) [ a and a(u) = 1), one checks that for a

a winning strategy for I in JxiA0, Ax) [ a, one has a g A0 implies (a,a) g C and

a G Ax implies (a, a) £ CK.

Now as £ is a countable ordinal in M, the construction of the ramification

function rv, for £ = 1 + tj, can be done inside M, and the function r71 also acts on

closed games on 2 X k, by defining R\: fK -»,/K, for J a tree on 2 X k, by

R\(J)= {(«,») g (2 X k)<u: V/< lh« r'(«r„Dr,)e/},

where r^i», /j) = (/"¿"(w), f ° rx\uf).

From this, one can define a closed game JgiA0, Ax) on 2 X 2 X k by the

following: I plays e g 2", II plays (a, /) g 2" X k", and II wins if (e, /) is a win in

the game R^(JX(A0, Ax) f J. This game is clearly closed (hence determined), and its

associated tree on 2 X 2 X k is in M, so that by absoluteness winning strategies can

be found in M. The case where II has a winning strategy creates no difficulty: One

gets a corresponding winning strategy in G*iH^ A0,AX), and the pair (A0,AX)

reduces II?.
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Now if player I has some winning strategy a in M in the game Jg(A0, Ax), one

can imitate the proof of the existence of the filling-in functions f71 and F71 to get a

definable in M function FJ: ^ x ^K -> 2K such that for all a g 2" the function

a* = F?iJïiAo-> A\) \ a.a D is winning for player I in JXK(A0, Ax) {a, so that the

set C„K = {a g 2"|(a,a*) g C} separates A0 from Ax. And C„K can be computed

as a 2^(M)-set. We leave the straightforward but tedious details to the reader.

Notice that in case II has a winning strategy in J£(A0, Ax), only countably many

ordinals < k are in the range of the strategy. In particular if A0, Ax are 22 sets with

trees £0, Tx on 2 X K1; and if we define the usual 2} approximations (A^)e<H by

Ae¡ = [a g 2": 3/g 0" V«(a i/n,/r„) g TJ}, we get in case (i) that for some

6 < S1( the pair (Ae0, Ax) already reduces 11°. This was also obtained in [St], and

Stern used it to prove that if S^ is countable, the relation 2°- separates (A0, Ax), for

A0, Ax ranging over 22 sets, is a Yl\ relation.
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